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Probo was a physical education professor who not necessarily used sport to break records, but 
used it as a tool of socialization and communication between people. I, a young sportsman and 
teacher, attending Probo I realized that sport would help me communicate with others because 
physical activity and play are universal practices. In my political and professional activity I have 
always used the game and sport as an initial moment of communication between different groups. 
The effectiveness of this experience I tried all over the world: arrived in a place where people to 
know each other must break the ice, organize a game, pull out a ball, make it easy to participate 
and see that everything changes. You communicate, you play, you have fun and you feel like 
you’re together. 
Experience has become a method: 
1 - organize and do things possible and inclusive for everyone 

2 - reflect together and then continue to make others propose. 
Pulling out a ball at an initial moment of knowledge and playing together with volleyball or 
football combines much more than so many theoretical speeches. Probo, as a lay priest, always 
had a game to propose to break the ice. Years later, when Probo died, I was wandering around a 
garage sale and on a stall I noticed a painting that I liked. I took it and turning it there was a tag on 
the back that said: "to Professor Probo Zamagni, Amalfi Prize 1980 for his social and cultural 
activity", I considered it a greeting of affection from Probo. And this painting is still hanging in my 
house in memory of a teacher of mine. 
 

Wisdom: Farsightedness, open-mindedness. 
Courage: vitality. 
Humanity: social intelligence. 
Justice: leadership. 
Temperance: prudence, self-regulation. 
Transcendence: appreciation of beauty, hope and humor. 
 


